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CLOUD  COMPUTING
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 Answer Question No. 1 Compulsory.       14x1=14 M

Answer ONE question from each unit.       4x14=56 M

1. Briefly explain following :

a) What are the benefits offered by global exchange of cloud resources ?

b) Examples of large cloud providers.

c) Web applications Vs web browsers.

d) Why cloud computing architecture has to be loose-coupled, stateless, fail-in-place

computing ?

e) Why there is a need for automating data centers by virtualization ?

f) Role of cloud auditor.

g) Limitations of cloud computing.

h) What is trusted cloud computing ?

i) Thin clients.

j) What is Hypervisor in cloud computing ?

k) Cast Iron Cloud.

l) Why should one prefer public cloud over private cloud ?

m) Give examples of each kind of services provided by the cloud.

n) Pitfalls with virtualization.

UNIT - I

2. a) Enlist and explain essential characteristics of cloud computing.

b) Briefly discuss about various security aspects in cloud.

(OR)

3. a) Explain the role of Internet and Intranet in cloud establishment.

b) How cloud computing services help the business in its organization ?  Give an example.
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UNIT - II

4. a) Describe the features of various cloud storage providers.

b) List the different cloud applications available in the market.

(OR)

5. How does cloud architecture overcome the difficulties faced by traditional architecture?  What

are the three differences that separate out cloud architecture from the tradition one ?

UNIT - III

6. a) List the prevalent companies and their offerings towards software plus services via cloud

computing.

b) Explain the tasks performed by Google applications engine.

(OR)

7. Explain any six benefits of Software as a Service in cloud computing.

UNIT - IV

8. a) Describe about cloud services aimed at the mid-market.

b) What is the fundamental differences between the virtual machine as perceived by a

traditional operating system processes and a system VM ?

(OR)

9. Describe the various steps for line VM migration and its performance effects.


